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ABSTRACT
Heat pipes have become popular as passive heat dissipation devices for many applications ranging from
electronics to heat recovery in recent years. Pulsating Heat Pipe abbreviated as PHP is an exclusive category of a
heat pipe which does have wick structure. It transfers heat between its evaporator and condenser sections due to
the to and fro movement of working fluid caused due to the continuous change of phase taking place in it. Its
operation involves combined hydrodynamic and thermodynamic effects causing the two-phase flow, making it
difficult to fully understand it. Nevertheless, the PHPs have drawn the attention of investigators worldwide due
to their simplicity in construction and a wide range of applications requiring high heat flux transfer. This review
starts with a prologue of the attempts made by various investigators to explain the operation of PHPs through
mathematical modeling. Later numerical simulations through Computational Fluid Dynamics of PHP performed
by various investigators have been discussed. Review of latest experimental investigations performed on PHPs,
is presented concisely in a tabular form. Novel concepts like the application of nanofluids, magnetic field and
surfactant, applied for enhancing the performance of the PHPs have been discussed. At the end, applications of
PHP and future scope have been discussed.
Keywords: Pulsating Heat Pipes, CFD, Thermal Resistance, Fill Ratio.
INTRODUCTION
Electronic components are undergoing continual miniaturization which has resulted demand for device
which could help dissipation of higher heat flux. Heat pipes making use of wick structure have proved to be a
blessing for such applications till now. But the presence of wick structure in a general heat pipes limits their
further miniaturization, calling for an alternative design without wick structure. A Pulsating Heat Pipe (PHP)
also called as Oscillating Heat Pipes (OHP) in some literature, introduced by Akachi could prove to the best
substitute to conventional heat pipes for dealing with above problem [1]. Unlike conventional heat pipes, the
PHP does not have a wick structure and thus has a high manufacturability, making it as the promising
technologies for electronic cooling, heat exchanger, cryogenics, the spacecraft thermal management system, etc
[2]. This relatively new technology of heat transfer has the prospective to meet the present as well future
requirements of the not only electronics devices but also other applications. PHPs basically comprise of
meandering tube. It may be with one or more turns. The tube is first vacuumized and later some suitable working
fluid is filled in it. The tubes generally are capillary tubes. PHPs are of mainly two different configurations either
Closed loop i.e. CLPHP which is displayed in Figure 1 or Open Loop i.e. OLPHP which is displayed in Figure 2.
The OLPHP is also called as Closed End PHP in some literature. CLPHP is the meandering tube, the ends of
which are joined to form a continuous loop. OLPHP/CEPHP is the one in which two ends of the tube are not
coupled to form a continuous loop instead the ends are sealed.
In general, most of the PHPs comprises of three sections namely evaporator, and condenser sections.
PHP without adiabatic have also been investigated. These sections are interconnected by several looping
channels. Input heat from any device, is supplied to evaporator section while the heat is dissipated to some
thermal reservoir from the condenser section. The adiabatic section which is in between aforementioned sections
is optional across which there is no transfer of heat. The operation of PHP is quite complex. When heat enters the
PHP at its evaporator section the working fluid in it evaporates. This leads to rise of vapor pressure. This is
followed by growth of the bubbles. This causes transport of liquid in direction of the condenser, generally at
lower temperature compared to evaporator, due to contact with heat sink. Transfer of heat from the condenser
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section to some heat sink which may be surrounding air or cooling water causes reduction in vapor pressure and
causes condensation of the vapor in the bubbles. This formation and collapse of bubbles results to and fro motion
of the working fluid within the flow channel, hence the name "Oscillating Heat Pipe". The liquid slugs in the
PHP transfers heat in form of sensible heat while vapor plugs transfers heat in form of latent heat.

Figure 1. CLPHP schematic

Figure 2. OLPHP schematic

The present work reviews the recent theoretical research and experimental works performed on the
PHPs. Although most of the present experimental investigations have mostly focused on the thermal
performance of the PHPs, there have been some theoretical investigations attempted to analytically and
numerically model the complex fluid dynamics of oscillating flow involving two phases of the working fluid and
the resulting transfer of heat. A comprehensive report of theoretical, numerical and experimental investigations
has been presented in this review article which includes details of the type of PHP being investigated under
various conditions and the conclusions drawn by the investigators. This is followed by discussion of research
papers focusing on various applications of PHP proposed by different investigators and the future scope.
MODELING OF PULSATING HEAT PIPES
Most of the literature on PHP are experimental investigations as its operation involving combined
hydrodynamic and thermal effects makes it complex to fully understand and model it. Nonetheless noteworthy
mathematical modeling, theoretical analysis or numerical simulations of PHPs have been attempted by various
investigators with different approaches as they help disclose performance of any device for various operation
conditions at low cost. The subsequent two sections discusses the attempts made by different researchers to
present theoretical model of PHP and simulation of same through CFD respectively.
Theoretical Modeling of PHPs
One of the apparent approaches for theoretical modeling of any thermal system is the application of
fundamental conservation equations for a specified control volume. Yuwen Zhang et al. [3] proposed thermal
modeling of both CLPHP and OLPHP. Their investigation aimed at analyzing the flow of slugs of liquid and
plugs of vapor in a PHP. For finding solution to the three conservation equations, they used explicit finite
difference scheme. They established that in case of numerical model gravitational force did not affect the
performance of top heat mode OLPHP. The results also showed that exchange of sensible heat was the chief
cause for the transfer of heat and both PHPs stopped operating at higher charge ratios. Since modeling of PHP is
difficult by traditional analysis, Sameer K. et al. [4] proposed modeling of PHPs using Artificial Neural Network
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(ANN). They made use of multi-layer fully connected feed forward ANN. It was trained and later validated with
the help of available experimental test data for a vertical CLPHP for various inputs and fill ratios varying from
0% to 100%. The working fluid was ethanol for this study. They found that for the filling ratio ranging from
20% to 80%, the predictions made using ANN were satisfactory. Sameer K. et al. [5] has put forward a
promising semi-empirical equation for predicting the behavior of CPHP. They employed non-dimensional
numbers and equation proposed by them is given as,

Q
q̇ = (
)
πDi .N.2Le
0.27 1.43 −0.27
= 0.54(exp(β))0.48 Ka0.47 Prliq
Ja N

(1)

The correlation is valid for situations where Bo ≤ Bo crit (approximately equal to 2), above which the
device does not function as a PHP. Implementation of Standard least square curve fitting technique along with
Gauss elimination method caused an overall drift in predictions within ±30%. Dobson R. T. et al. [6] proposed
that the Open Oscillatory Heat Pipe (OOHP) could serve as simple model to study and understand the complex
physical behavior PHPs for which a satisfactory theoretical model had yet not been published. They presented
the theoretical model taking gravity, surface tension, friction and pressure into consideration. For the same they
utilized control volumes of vapor slug, liquid plug and liquid film. An experimental model was built and then
tested which validated the theoretical model to noteworthy extent. He also recommended further investigation of
water pumping ability of the OOHP which could be exploited for some applications. P. Sakulchangsatjatai et al.
[7] presented a model to simulate thermal performance of a OLPHP and a CLPHP. They applied the explicit
finite element method. Both the PHPs were considered to be operating at top heat mode. The output predicted by
the proposed model matched with the available experimental data. They concluded that increasing the evaporator
length resulted decrease in heat flux while increasing the inner diameter resulted increase in heat flux. It was also
concluded that PHP with water as the working fluids had maximum Rth while the one with R123 has the
minimum Rth.
Attempts have been performed to achieve mathematical model of Pulsating Heat Pipes by comparing
the action of its flow pulsations to equivalent spring-mass-damper system. M. A. Hanlon et al. [8] presented a
model of a PHP focusing on the driving force which leads to the to and fro motion of the working fluid in it.
They considered the difference in temperature between the condenser section and evaporator section to be the
required driving force. The equation developed was compared with the governing equation for mechanical
vibrations for system with forced damping. From the results the authors suggested that the to and fro motion in a
PHP could be controlled by changing the difference in temperature between the evaporating section and
condensing section. P. Chareonsawan et al. [9] established a mathematical model of an OLPHP with evaporator
at bottom mode. The results attained from it when weighed against with the experimental results showed an error
range of ±13%. It was observed that the maximum heat transfer rate occurred at the evaporator temperature of
150oC and an angle range of 70–80o with respect to the horizontal. Most of the earlier research assumed PHP to
be straight tube and did not consider bends. K. R. Narasimha et al. [10] studied the liquid slug velocity in PHP
considering it to be function of different parameters. They solved the governing equations of PHP applying
Runge-Kutta method. The results showed that for a lower FR, higher diameter and a high difference in
temperature between evaporator and condenser resulted in higher slug velocities. This in turn caused higher
momentum transfer resulting greater heat transfer.
Mauro M. et al. [11] widened the research on PHP by considering the impact of bends as well. They
proposed theoretical model of CLPHP and tested its response by fluctuating three parameters: no. of turns(3, 9 &
39), heat flux and inclination angle. The authors observed that the simulated model with 3 turns could only
operate in bottom heat mode. In case of the CLPHP with nine turns it was observed that it could operate in
horizontal position as well, although with a lower thermal performance. Also it was noted that numerical results
for PHP with 39 turns, operating in the Bottom Heat Mode, reflected the qualitative experimental trends. Peng
Cheng and Hongbin Ma [12] performed mathematical modeling of CLPHP capable of predicting the oscillatory
motion of its working fluid by assuming it as a spring-mass system. The model predicted that as the number of
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turns increased, the difference in temperature between the evaporator and the condenser (∆T) required to start the
oscillating motion decreased. The authors found that liquid slugs' average velocity depended on ∆T of the PHP
and increasing the number of bubbles made the system more unstable but easy to start up. S. Zinna et al. [13]
proposed a numerical model of CLPHP which considered the impact of the local pressure losses on its
performance due to thex meanderings which have been neglected by many models. They found that particularly
for the horizontal mode and for high heat input levels, the local pressure losses due to bends and turns had a
significant impact on the device operation. Sejung K. et al. [14] studied the thermal behavior of a U-shaped PHP
(modeled as straight pipe) with fluctuation of evaporator and condenser section temperatures. They observed that
increase in amplitude and the frequency of fluctuation of the temperature of the wall resulted decrease in the
frequency of oscillation of liquid slug.
D. Yin et al. [15] developed a model capable of predicting the impact of the FR on the power required
for start-up of a PHP having one turn. It was observed that the heat input required to initiate the oscillatory
motion of the working fluid within the PHP increased when the FR was increased. The model also predicted that
there is an upper limit of FR above which the PHP cannot start up with the oscillatory movement of working
fluid even though the heat flux becomes considerably high. It was observed that for the given PHP, when
charged with water and ethanol, the upper limits were 76.2% and 78.6% respectively, at an operating
temperature of 335K. A. A.van Steenhovenet al. [16] developed a one dimensional mass-spring-damper system
to study the motion of fluid in a CLPHP. It was observed increasing the heat input resulted caused the
translational and combined oscillatory- translational motion to become dominant, thus increasing its thermal
performance. B. Mehta [17] developed models of PHP to predict its thermal performance based on Artificial
Neural Network and Regression / Correlation Analysis (RCA) approach using literature-based dataset. A
Coefficient Of Determination abbreviated as R2 of 0.89 which affirms good agreement with higher prediction
accuracy was found for the model developed based on feed-forward back-propagation ANN, while the RCA
model was not observed to be in agreement with R2 = 0.38.
Numerical Simulations Using CFD
Y Hao et al. [18] successfully simulated the flow of working fluid in a CLPHP by developing a
mathematical model considering the impact of surface tension and vapor-liquid interface on the vapor-liquid
multi-phase flow. The Fluent 6.1, a commercial CFD code, using VOF method, was applied for simulation.
Subhash N et. al, [19] successfully simulated behavior of a vapor bubble generated in an evaporator and its
oscillation due to the pressure difference, observed during two phase flow in a CLPHP. It was proved that the
heat transfer takes place due to oscillation of liquid plug and vapor slug. The Star CCM+ using VOF model was
selected for the study. Zirong L. et al. [20] presented a mathematical and physical model of Micro-OPHP
(MOHP). VOF and a mixture model were successfully used to perform simulation of the multi phase flow and
transfer of heat in a PHP. FLUENT was used for simulation. It was observed that as compared to the heat
transfer lengths as variable, the ID had a higher influence on the performance of MOHPs. Rudresha S. and Vijee
Kumar [21] made a successful attempt to augment the heat transfer of CLPHP by employing SiO2 / DI water and
Al2O3 / DI water nanofluids as working fluid in an experimental setup followed by CFD analysis. Validation of
CFD results with experimental data was successfully achieved. P R. Pachghare et al. [22], experimentally
investigated performance of copper CLPHP with water, ethanol, methanol and acetone as working fluids.They
also investigated PHP with different the binary mixtures. This was followed by successful simulation of the
volume of fluid (VOF) based PHP model in STAR CCM+.
He Ma et al. [23] made use of VOF method to study the impact of ratio of the length of evaporator to
that of the condenser on the start-up behavior and heat transfer characteristics of CLPHP. It was found that
reducing the length of condenser within a suitable range resulted acceleration of the start-up process and caused
decrease in the thermal resistance, at the same filling ratio and input power condition, while the dry-out occurred
easily at low filling ratio. Mohd Aijaz ul Haque et al. [24] successfully simulated single loop PHP using acetone
as working fluid in FLUENT. The PHP exhibited better thermal performance at a FR of 60%. Hao Zhu et al. [25]
implemented simulation of single turn CLPHP at three vacuum degrees to analyze the relationship of flow
pattern distribution and pressure distribution through CFD. The authors observed that the different flow
distributions was achieved for the different vacuum pressures. J. Venkata suresh et al. [26] successfully
performed and validated CFD modeling of two turns PHPs in ANSYS CFX. Two PHPs with different I.D.s of 2
mm and 3 mm, operating on different binary mixtures for FR of 50% were investigated. Among the two PHPs,
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the one with inner diameter 2 mm using water-methanol with 50% filling ratio gave optimum results. Ashutosh
Gupta et al. [27], performed simulation to understand the heat transfer mechanism in CLPHP (with water as a
working fluid) and predict its performance in vertical position, agreeing with the experimental data. They took
into consideration the impact of phase change using Lee model and surface tension using continuum surface
model.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
The behavior of PHP is affected by a variety of parameters viz. Inner Diameter (I.D.), Fill Ratio (FR),
PHP Configuration, Inclination Angle (Ɵo), Number of Turns (n), length of Evaporator (Le) and Condenser (Lc)
and Working Fluid Properties. Effects of these parameters have been studied experimentally by many
investigators across the globe. Table 1 summarizes some of the latest experimental investigations. The
subsequent sections deal with conclusion of experimental investigations done by various researchers to study
influence of above parameters.
Impact of Flow Channel Dimensions
The flow channel dimension is a primary design parameter affecting the PHP system dynamics. Most of
the experimental works have been performed on PHP of cross section of circular shape. Its internal diameter has
a substantial influence on the flow characteristics of the working fluid which is fundamentally important for its
function and thermal performance. For a tube with circular cross-section, the ‘pulsating’ mode in the flow is
achieved only up to a definite diameter, which can be tentatively determined by the critical Bond number (or
Eötvös) criterion [28], given by equation (2),

(Eö ) = (Bo)2 ≈

D2crit .g.(ρliq −ρvap )

(2)

σ

It is observed that the critical heat flux and critical temperature that represent the operation limit of
CLPHP increases with increase in diameter, when check valves are installed on it [29]. The thermal resistance of
CLPHP decreases for both the vertical as well as horizontal orientation as the flow channel diameter increases
[30,31]. Influence of a varying diameter channel (dual diameter) on the flow characteristics and the thermal
performance characteristics of a PHP have been investigated. It is noted that the dual diameter PHP have
significantly lesser thermal resistance in comparison with the conventional one with single diameter [32].
Table 1. Summary of Recent Experimental Investigations
Reference

PHP
Type

Turns

Working
fluid

Special
Feature

CLPHP

32

R123,
ethanol, and
water

PHP with
refrigerant as
working
fluid was
tested

CLPHP

6

Ethanol

CLPHP

1

Ethanol

CLPHP

3 turns

Ethanol and
Acetone

[30]

[31]

[32]

[33]

Conclusions

The thermal performance increases for
CLPHP as the ID increases.

PHP operates in pulsating mode for a
diameter up less than 2.5 mm.
Dual diameter PHP
tested

Use of dual-diameter helps reduce
thermal resistance by 45%.
Optimum results obtained for acetone at
60% fill ratio with a heat load of 50
watts, while for ethanol at 50% filling
ratio with a heat load of 75W.
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Table 1. Continued
Reference

PHP
Type

Turns

Working
fluid

CLPHP

15,25,35
, 45

Methanol

Condenser
below
evaporator
position
tested

CLPHP

17

Ethanol

PHP with
Square c/s
tested

CLPHP

2

Water &
Ethanol

1. A larger temperature fluctuation
amplitude and lower temperature level
appear for higher no. of turns.
2. Rth first increases (from 50% to 70%)
after which it decreases (from 70% to
80%), as FR increases.
PHP with circular c/s performs better
than that with square one and lowest
thermal resistance observed at 60%.
Thermal resistance decreases with
increasing heat input

CLPHP

16

Water and
ethanol

Maximum heat load is dependent on FR
while start-up heat load is not.

CLPHP

10

DI water,
methanol,
ethanol and
acetone

CLPHP

5

Water,
methanol,
ethanol &
acetone

CLPHP

1

Distilled
water

CLPHP

31

FC-72

CLPHP

4

Helium

CLPHP

5

DI water and
CTAB
solution with
DI water

CLPHP

6,11 and
18

Nitrogen

CLPHP

11, 22
and 33

R123, and
ethanol

[34]

[35]

[36]
[37]

[38]

[39]

[40]

[41]

[42]

[43]

[44]

[45]

Special
Feature

Effect of
liquid
specific
heat and
LHV tested

Conclusions

1) Higher LHV was favorable for the heat
transfer at heat input of higher value.
2) Boiling point and LHV of lower value
lead to ease in dry out.
Thermal resistances for different working
fluids and different FRs tended to come
closer to one another, under great heat
input (e.g. 65 W).

Flow
Visualization
technique
applied

There exists an optimal
FR (within 40–50%) and an optimal
inclination angle (within 50o–70 o ) for
which the PHP offered the best
performance.
Gravity has a significant impact on
CLPHP and the optimal FR is 0.5.

Cryogenic
PHP
investigated
Effect of
CTAB
surfactant
explored

For the PHP at more than 30°
inclination and FR of 70.8%, the effective
thermal conductivity ranged from 4800–
13,000 W/m K
When FR is 50% , the Rth of PHP with
surfactant decreased by 48.5% at the
input power of 100W as compared to that
with plain water

Test Conducted 75
and 90 K
Rotating
CLPHP
tested

Increasing the number of parallel
channels results in longer oscillating
phase and better thermal performances.
With increase in centrifugal acceleration,
there is decrease in Rth per unit area.
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Table 1. Continued
Reference

PHP
Type

Turns

Working
fluid

Special Feature

CLPHP

20

Nitrogen

PHP consists
of 40 parallel
tubes.

Even with a high number of turns, gravity
has a noteworthy effect on the PHP's
thermal performance.

CLPHP

1

Water

PHP with
Tesla valves
explored

PHP with Tesla valves resulted in a
decrease of thermal resistance of around
14%, when compared with the one without
valves.

CLPHP

10

DI water

CLPHP with
check-valve
tested

Addition of the check valve in PHP
decreases the start-up temperature and
thereby improves its thermal performance.

CLPHP

20

R152a

CLPHP

30

R134a

1. Directional circulation of a working
fluid was obtained for PHP with BCVs
along with increase in limiting heat loads
by 10–14%.
2.CBs used in PHPs were found to
ineffective
1. DCPHP has lower Rth than SCPHP (up
to 66% )
2. DCPHP can handle around four times
higher maximum allowable input power
compared to the SCPHP

CLPHP

1 and
2

Ethanol
and DI
Water

PHP with
capillary
barriers (CBs)
and with ball
check-valves
tested
DoubleCondenser
(DCPHP) &
singlecondenser PHP
(SCPHP)
tested
1 turn Parallel
connected PHP
tested

OLPHP

8

Methanol
and
Ethanol

OLPHP with
copper wire
insert tested

1. Compared to ethanol, methanol was
found to be the superior working fluid.
2. PHP operated with better thermal
performance at 45° orientation.

CLPHP

4

Water,
methanol
and HFE7100

Alternating
tube diameter
PHP tested

It was found that alternating diameter PHP
was capable of starting at a lower heat
input leading to much smaller Rth when
compared to that of the uniform design.

CLPHP

4

Water and
HFE-7000

Impact of
evacuation
pressure
investigated.

Authors implied that the evacuation
pressure imposes quite different influences
on the performance of PHPs depending
upon the working fluid used.

CLPHP

5

Distilled
water

PHP with
Superhydrophobic
Channels
tested

The Rth of the PHP with Superhydrophobic Channel was higher than the
one with hydrophilic channel.

[46]

[47]

[48]

[49]

[50]

[51]

[52]

[53]

[54]

[55]
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Conclusions

Parallel connected PHP shows better
thermal performance at high input power
compared to two turns PHP.
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Table 1. Continued
Reference

PHP
Type

Turns

Working
fluid

Special
Feature

CLPHP

2

Ethanol

Results showed nearly three times
increase in the effective thermal
conductance of the Polypropylene PHP
in comparison to that of the material
forming its envelope.

CLPHP

3

FC-72

Flexible,
light-weight
and low cost
polypropylene PHP
tested
Flexible PHP
tested

CLPHP

5

FC-72

CLPHP

1

Water

CLPHP

6

OLPHP

8

Al2O3
nanofluid
with water
as base
fluid.
Methanol

PHP tested in
microgravity
PHP with
additional
branch
tested.
Nano-fluid
explored

PHP operate as thermosyphon for in
both vertical position as well as
Horizontal position in Microgravity.
PHP with additional branch exhibited
improved thermal performance against
conventional pulsating heat
pipes.
Greatest decrease in Rth was observed
for PHP with 1.0% nanofluid
concentration by weight at 45o
inclination, in comparison to that for
PHP with DI water.
Finned OLPHP at 45ᵒ inclination
displayed substantial enhancement of
heat transfer in comparison with that of
OLPHP with no fins.

CLPHP

8

Methanol

CLPHP

13

Water and
Ethanol

CLPHP

6

Ammonia

OLPHP

5

CLMPHP &
CEMPHP

5, 10,
15, and
20
turns

Nanofluid
with
(NH2)2CO
as
surfactant
Ethanol

[56]

[57]

[58]

[59]

[60]

[61]

[62]

[63]

OLPHP
having
Condenser
with fin
explored
CLPHP
having
Condenser
with fin
explored

[64]

[65]

[66]

Magnetic
nanofluids
with
surfactant
tested
Micro
Pulsating
Heat pipes
(MPHPs)
tested.

394

Conclusions

The performance of the bent PHS was
20% to 40% less in comparison to the
straight vertical PHS.

Finned CLPHP at 45ᵒ inclination
displayed substantial heat transfer
enhancement in
comparison with that of CLPHP without
fin
1. PHP performs better at 60° to 75°
inclination than other position
2. Compared to ethanol, Water is found
to be a better working fluid.
1. Rth decreases with the increase in
inclination angle.
2. The best filling ratio to be from 70%
to 80% to prevent burnout.
Application of a magnetic field reduces
the Rth and the most excellent thermal
performance was observed for
inclination of 67.5o.
It was concluded for CEMPHP and
CLMPHP required 10 and 20 turns
respectively to ensure orientationindependent performance
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Table 1. Continued
Reference

PHP
Type

Turns

Working
fluid

CLPHP

12

HFE-7000

OLPHP

20 and
40

Acetone,
Ethanol,
Pentane and
Water

CLPHP

12

R134a

CLPHP

5

Hydrogen

Long PHP
tested

1. Rth of the PHP with 500mm
adiabatic section was 30% more than
the other PHP.
2. The longer PHP has a superior heat
transfer limit and has a more stable
thermal performance.

CLPHP

5

DI water &
iron oxide
nanofluid

Magnetic
nanofluid
tested

CLPHP

5

Mixed
working
tested

CLPHP

7

Ethanol–
water,
Ethanol–
methanol
and
Ethanol–
acetone
R134a, R22
and R600a

CLPHP
with
copper
wire
inserts
CLPHP

8

Methanol
and Ethanol

CLPHP
with copper
wire inserts
tested

Improvement in the performance of the
CLPHP is observed with use of a
magnetic nanofluids and magnetic
field.
For low FRs viz. 45% and 55%, mixed
working fluid was found to be
favorable for the operation of PHP
with the Rth lower than that charged
with pure ethanol or water but this was
vice versa for higher FRs (62%, 70%,
90%).
PHP with R22 offers least Resistance
as compared to PHP with other two
fluids
Methanol was found to be the best
working fluid for PHP than ethanol for
a broad range of heat inputs.

††††

C60
nanoparticles in
Ethanol

C60
nanofluid
investigated

[67]

[68]

Special
Feature

Flexible
pulsating
heat pipe
(FPHP)
tested

The Rth of FPHP was found to be 2.41
K/W, for vertical orientation, which is
37% lesser than that of the copper
sample taken as reference.

Evaporator
on top
position
tested

1. Rth decreases with increasing heat
input.
2. Vertical orientation leads to lower
Rth than horizontal.
Results point out that optimum filling
ratio for highest thermal performance
is around 40-50% in spite of any
adiabatic length.

[69]

[70]

[71]

[72]

[73]

[74]

[75]

††††

Conclusions

Refrigerant tested

Details not given
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Increasing concentration of C60
improved the thermal performance of
heat pipe but causing reduction in
critical heat load.
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Table 1. Continued
Reference

PHP
Type

Turns

CLPHP

10

Ethanol,
acetone,
water,
methanol
and binary
mixtures

Binary
mixtures
explored

1.Pure acetone provided best
performance in PHP, in contrast to the
other working fluid.
2. For Binary mixture, water-methanol
gave best thermal performance
compared to the other working fluid.

OLPHP

5

Water and
ferrofluid
(1.25, 2.5,
and 5 g/L
concentratio
n)

Ferrofluid as
working fluid
is tested.

1. Use of ferrofluid and magnetic field
improved the thermal performance
2. 2.5 g/L was the optimal
concentration of ferrofluid for steady
state condition.

CLPHP

5

DI water, Ag
and Cu
nanofluids

PHP using
Nanofluid
tested

The heat transfer limit was enhanced
by 33.3% in case of nanofluid charged
PHP.

CLPHP

5

PHP using
Nanofluid
tested

The Rth of PHP with 0.1 wt% nanofluid
is reduced by 34% as contrast to PHP
with water PHP.

CLPHP

2

Nano-fluid
explored

CLPHP

5

High concentration of the nanofluid
(1.5 g/lit) worsens the thermal
performance of PHP
Acetone gave best performance as
contrast to rest of the working fluids.

CLPHP

5

Pure water
and hydroxylated
MWNTs
nanofluids
Graphene
oxide
nanofluid
Acetone,
Methanol,
Ethanol and
Heptane
Water
acetone
mixtures

CLPHP

5

FC-72

CLPHP

2

Ethanol and
Mixture of
ethanol &
water

[76]

[77]

[78]

[79]

[80]

[81]

[82]

Working
fluid

[83]

[84]

Special Feature

Analysis
focused on
dimension-less
numbers.

A hybrid
Thermosyphon/CLPH
P with an I.D.
more than the
capillary
dimension

Thermalhydraulic
performance
explored
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Conclusions

Mixing a fraction of water with pure
acetone was better in preventing early
start of dry-out, but mixing a fraction
of pure acetone with water failed at
preventing onset of dry-out.
1. Device operates as a MultiEvaporator type Loop Thermo-syphon
on ground condition with an
enhancement in thermal performance
for non-uniform heating
configurations.
2. Nonexistence of the buoyant effect
in microgravity condition leads to PHP
oscillating flow in the device.
A stable operation of the PHP device
was achieved when a circulatory flow
is achieved and superimposed on local
pulsating flow.
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Table 1. Continued
Reference

PHP
Type

Turns

Working
fluid

Special Feature

CLPHP

6

Ammonia

Velocity of the
vapor
experimentally
measured

CLPHP

9

Water

The fluid velocity is about 0.1–0.6 m/s
when PHP operates at the condition of
‘‘Slug Flow” and is about 0.4–0.9 m/s
when the PHP operates at the condition
of “Annular Flow".
The PHP exhibits best performance with
lower FR for same input heat flux.

CLPHP

23

Water and
Ethanol

PHP coupled
with synergistic
oscillating PHP
tested

For alike heat source temperature, the
heat transfer by the coupled PHP was
greater than the single PHPs.

CLPHP

9

Water

CLPHP

12

FC-72

[85]

[86]

[87]

[88]

[89]

Flat Plate
Pulsating Heat
Pipe (FPPHP)
tested

Conclusions

For the same input of heat, the device
exhibits better performance with low
value of FR.
FPPHP can function under microgravity
conditions as well as in a transient
gravity condition, with thermal
resistance in range of 25% to 50% of
that of an empty plate.

Impact of Filling Ratio
The filling ratio (FR) also called as charge ratio is defined as the ratio of volume of working fluid
present in the PHP to its total volume (flow channel) at a particular temperature (generally room temperature).
FR can vary from 0 to 100% i.e. If FR is 0% then it represents a device without any working fluid and heat will
be transferred from evaporator to condenser purely through conduction. FR = 100% represents a device having
flow channel fully filled with working fluid. The FR has a considerable impact on the heat transfer
characteristics of a PHP. Experimental studies have shown that there exists an optimal value of FR for which the
Rth of the PHP loop is minimum [33, 34, 35]. The optimum filling ratio varies with on the working fluids'
properties used for a given PHP [36, 37].
It was observed that for the same FR, the PHP with working fluid of boiling point and LHV both of
relatively lower values easily undergo dry out even at low input power [38]. It is observed that different FRs
leads to different heat input required for triggering oscillatory flow in PHP. The PHP with relatively FRs of
smaller values required smaller heat inputs for initiating the flow oscillations [39]. Nandan S. et al. [40] observed
that the optimum FR was dependent on orientation.
Mauro M. et al. [41], studied combined impact of the FR and the inclination angle on performance of
CLPHP with FC-72 as the working fluid for different heat input levels. The bottom heated PHP with FR = 0.5
gave the best performance, with thermal resistance five times lower than the empty device. Dong Xu et al. [42]
noted that the optimum FR required for maximum heat transfer varied with the heat input for the cryogenic PHP
with working fluid as Helium. The FR influences the flow oscillations. For the PHP with lower FRs, it was
easier to realize the oscillating motion of the fluid even for a low heat input. In case of the PHP with FRs of
higher value, the low input power was not adequate to transfer additional liquid in direction of the condenser
section [43].
Impact of Number of Turns
Number of turns (n) has a strong effect on the heat transfer capabilities of a PHP. Experimental
investigations show that more intense temperature fluctuation, leading to better thermal performance at a given
heat input could be achieved by increasing the number of parallel channels (turns) of the anti-gravity Pulsating
Heat Pipe [34]. Maria Barba et al. [44] found that higher thermal conductivities was achieved with the PHP
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having 36 parallel channels as compared to the one with 22 parallel channels during the oscillating phase. Niti K.
et al. [45] also observed decrease in Rth with increase in number of turns for a Rotating CLPHP. Luis D. F. et al.
[46] experimented with PHP consisting of 40 parallel tubes (20 turns) as opposed to nitrogen based cryogenic
pulsating heat pipes with 16 parallel tubes (8 turns) which is vastly explored. They concluded that even in case
of PHP with high number of turns, gravity has a noteworthy effect on its thermal performance.
Impact of Geometry/ Construction
Besides approaches for enhancing the heat transfer capabilities of PHPs such as using different working
fluid, changing the orientation and increasing the number of turns, changes in geometry or construction could
also prove to be a noteworthy method. Many researchers have been investigating different techniques which
could promote a one-way circulatory flow of the working fluid in a PHP since pause and reversal of flow
inexorably occurring in it during its operation hinders the performance. A popular technique is integration of a
check valve into a PHP to cause the working fluid to achieve a one-way circulatory flow, which led to
improvement in thermal performance of PHPs [47, 48, 49].
Wookyoung K. et al. [50] compared the thermal characteristics of a single-condenser pulsating heat
pipe (SCPHP) and a double-condenser pulsating heat pipe (DCPHP), with the later one having up to 60% lower
Rth than SCPHP. Byeongchan K. et al. [51] performed experiments on parallel connected PHP and two turns
PHP, with working fluids as ethanol and deionised water. It was noted that the two turns PHP showed larger
thermal resistance than parallel connected PHP for high input power. Other techniques such as use of dualdiameter, alternating tube diameter and use of inserts of wire made of copper and fins added on condensation in
pulsating heat pipes have also been established to be favourable in decreasing thermal resistance [34,52,53].
Chien-Hung Sun et al. [54], found that evacuation pressure had a substantial impact on the starting
characteristics and overall thermal performance of a double tube design type PHP. Luis Betancur et al. [55]
explored a novel PHP with alternating superhydrophobic channels concluding that the inner wettability is a very
important parameter that needs to be taken into account while designing Oscillating Heat Pipes.
For many of the applications like aerospace, airplane and electronic devices a PHP which is not only
lightweight but flexible as well is needed. Flexible PHP made of thermoplastic materials (polypropylene) were
investigated and found to be having thermal conductance nearly three times greater than that of the material
forming their envelope [56,57]. D. Mangini et al. [58] investigated PHP with a I.D. more than the capillary
dimensions in hyper and micro gravity conditions and found it to be working even in horizontal position during
micro-gravity period thus illustrating the possibility of use of oscillating heat pipe for space application. E.
Sedighi et al. [59] compared conventional PHP with a PHP with an extra branch attached to the evaporator
section. This branch acted as a secondary bubble pump and it was observed that the later one has up to 51%
better thermal performance than the former one.
Impact of Inclination Angle
Experimental results have indicated that heat transfer characteristics of PHP could change with
inclination angle especially for the ones with less number of turns. The inclination of PHP alters the way in
which in which the working fluid moves thus resulting in different performance levels. Thus, gravity as an vital
role during the operation of PHP. Many of the investigations on PHP with 6 to 8 turns point towards substantial
enhancement of heat transfer at 45o inclination [52, 60, 61, 62].
Suchana Akter Jahan et al. [63] observed optimum performance for 13 turns PHP with ethanol and
water as working fluid at 75o inclination with respect to vertical. Xue Zhihu et al. [64] performed visualization
investigation on ammonia CLPHP and observed decrease in Rth with increase in inclination angle. Maziar
Mohammadi et al. [65] observed superior thermal performance of Magnetic nanofluid OLPHP at 67.5 o with
respect to horizontal. Soohwan Jun et al. [66] compared the thermal performance of closed-loop micro PHP
(CLMPHPs) with that of closed-end micro PHP (CEMPHPs). It was observed that the CLMPHP needs atleast 20
turns while for CEMPHP merely 10 turns are sufficient to ensure inclination independent performance. E.
Jonghyun Lim et. al [67], proposed Pulsating Heat Pipe made of polymer which is flexible. For vertical
orientation the PHP offered thermal resistance of 2.41 K/W, about 37% lesser than Rth of the copper sample
taken as reference. The flexible PHP successfully operated in a horizontal orientation in addition to bended
conditions. Vincent A. et al. [68], successfully operated a PHP using water for working fluid in vertical
unfavourable position i.e. evaporator above the condenser.
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Impact of Length of Evaporator, Adiabatic and Condenser Section
Complex physics governing the characteristics of PHPs is still very difficult to understand and describe
because of many parameters influencing their functioning. The length of flow path could cause a different heat
transfer characteristic in a large PHP, which may not be found in a small PHP. Thus, it becomes necessary to
identify the impact of length of evaporator, adiabatic and condenser section on the performance of PHP. As far
as authors are aware, very few investigations regarding aforesaid issue has hitherto been attempted. Masaru Saijo
et al. [69] investigated the impact of adiabatic length and FR of working fluid R134a on thermal characteristics
of PHP with check valves. For small FR, the thermal performance was higher with shorter adiabatic length and
lower with longer length. In contrast, for high FR, the amount of heat transfer was higher when adiabatic length
was longer and lower for shorter length. Zhihua Gan et al. [70] investigated the impact of change in adiabatic
length on the heat transfer performance of the CLPHP so as to confirm its ability to transfer heat over a long
distance. Two adiabatic section lengths viz.100 and 500 mm were explored. Hydrogen was the working fluid in
both PHPs. The PHP with larger adiabatic length was capable of effectively transporting heat over a long
distance but offered higher thermal resistance.
Impact of Input Power
Heat input to the PHP has a significant effect on its thermal performance since it affects the resulting
flow pattern of its working fluid. A common technique to study effect of input power on PHP is to evaluate its
Thermal resistances (Rth) with the increase of heat input. The thermal resistance (Rth) is mathematically
calculated using the below equation:

𝑅𝑡ℎ =

𝑇𝑒,𝑎𝑣𝑔 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑄

(3)

Where Te, avg and Tc, avg are the average temperatures of evaporator and condenser respectively and Q is
heat rejected to heat reservoir at the condenser. Outcome of the most of the investigations was the reduction in
Rth of the PHP with increasing heat input [36, 39]. For higher heat input, if no dry-out happened, the thermal
resistances for different working fluids and different FRs displayed the tendency to come closer to one another.
Another technique is to study variation of effective thermal conductivities with heat input [42, 54]. The effective
thermal conductivity of a PHP is mathematically given by equation (4) as,

𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝑄 × 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐴 ×(𝑇𝑒,𝑎𝑣𝑔 − 𝑇𝑐,𝑎𝑣𝑔 )

(4)

where Leff is the length and A is the area of heat transfer.
Impact of Working Fluid
Many investigations have indicated that the thermodynamic and physical properties of the working fluid
significantly affect the thermal behavior of the PHPs. Understanding this impact could help in proper selection of
the working fluid as per the application. Hua Han et al. [38] investigated effect of dynamic viscosity of the
working fluid on the starting characteristics and operation characteristics of CLPHP and also the impact of
latent heat of vaporization (LHV) on the operation characteristics by experimenting with water, methanol,
ethanol and acetone as the working fluids. The authors found that the dynamic viscosity was the most dominant
property affecting the start-up of flow oscillation in the CLPHP than any other properties. They also found that
PHP using the working fluid having low boiling point (BP) and low LHV, easily dry out, affirming role of LHV
on performance of PHP.
Fariha Mir et al. [52] found methanol to be the superior working fluid in comparison to ethanol for the
OLPHP. They concluded that though ethanol has higher BP than methanol the later has higher specific gravity
than ethanol inferring that the specific gravity might have dominated the BP. The heat carrying capacity of a
working fluids is characterized by properties like specific heat and LHV become dominant during operation
mode of PHP. Mohammad Ali, et al. [63] also pointed out that CLPHP with water as working fluid showed
better performance in contrast with one with ethanol because of the formers higher normal boiling point and
higher liquid specific heat. It is quite difficult to enhance the heat transfer rate of a PHP just by application of
pure working fluids, because of the limits of the thermodynamic and physical properties. To solve this problem
many researchers explored the effect of use of mixture of different fluids. The temperature-slip and
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concentration-slip achieved with the mixture contributed to special heat transfer performances of PHP that is
different from pure working fluids.
Saiyan Shi et al. [72] studied the thermal characteristics of a CLPHP with ethanol as base fluid in
mixtures. The authors observed that for the low FRs viz. 45% and 55%, the component of mixture having lower
boiling point had a phase-change inhibition on the evaporation of the component having high boiling point,
resulting into delayed dry-out and low thermal resistance. They also observed that for relatively high FRs viz.
62%, 70% and 90%, the thermal performance of CLPHP with pure working fluids as compared with mixture as
the working fluid. Pramod R. P. et al. [76], also studied effect of binary fluids mixture on the thermal
characteristics of CLPHP. They found that the heat input at which dry-out took place for the water-methanol,
water-acetone and water-ethanol CLPHPs were at 85W, 80W and 90W respectively. It was concluded that dryout heat input was dependent on the algebraic mean values of the BP value of a binary mixture.
NOVEL TECHNIQUES FOR HEAT TRANSFER ENHANCEMENT
Besides the above investigations performed to study the effect of various parameter on the heat transfer
performance of PHPs, there are several novel techniques like use of nanofluids, magnetic field and surfactant
been investigated in order to enhance heat transfer rate by them. Gist of results of such investigations is
summarized below.
Use of Nanofluids and / Or Magnetic Field
The push for ‘Going Nano’ have led many researchers throughout the world to explore the possibility of
employing of nanofluids in PHPs. Effect of use of nano-fluids on the heat transfer performance of PHPs have
been studied by several researchers. B. Verma et al. [60] investigated performance of PHP with Al 2O3 nanofluid
of different concentrations and at different orientation. It is found that there was considerable decrease in thermal
resistance as compared to that of the base fluid as the concentration increases from 0.25% to 1.0% but the
thermal performance deteriorated as the concentration increased by 1.25% to 2.5%. Thus, there existed an
optimum concentration of nanoparticles for which the PHP gave the best heat transfer performance, which was
1.0%. Qingping Wu et al. [75] experimentally studied the thermal behavior of a flat plate closed loop pulsating
heat pipe abbreviated as FCLPHP. They employed C60 nanofluid as working fluid for three different
concentrations of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3% by weight. They observed that that increase in nanofluid concentration lead
to increase in heat transfer rate but with simultaneous increase in tendency to dry out. Hossein Afshin et al. [77]
explored impact of use of ferrofluid, its concentration in water as base fluid, orientation, along with the use of
magnetic field on OLPHP operation. They observed improvement in thermal performance when magnetic field
is applied. Many studies on the effect of use of different nanofluids applying copper, silver colloidal,
hydroxylated MWNTs, Graphene and TiO2 (titania) nano-particles and water as base fluid on the PHP
performance indicated augmentation in the heat transfer limit by a significant amount [77, 78, 79, 90].
Use of Surfactant
The tubes of PHP are generally capillary type, thus variation of surface tension of the working fluid
could significantly affect the flow characteristics of any type of PHP whether CLPHP or OLPHP. Thus, it
becomes necessary to understand impact of surface tension on the heat transfer characteristics of PHP by varying
the quantity of different surfactants to the base fluid. The surfactant when added to working fluid decreases the
surface tension aiding the bubble formation which helps in early start-up of the heat pipe. Many researchers have
found that use of surfactant has led to significant decrease in thermal resistance of the PHP owing to the decrease
in surface tension. Surfactants like Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium Bromide, Sulfate (SDS), Sodium Stearate,
Triton X-100 and Sodium Dodecyl added to water as base fluid for the PHP led to same afore mentioned results
[43, 91, 92, 93]. Hongna Zhanget al. [94] investigated the thermal characteristics of CLPHP for different
concentrations of surfactant Cetyltrimethyl Ammonium Chloride (CTAC). Methanol and Ethanol were taken as
base fluid and compared it with that of water. The least Rth was attained by solution with 2000ppm CTAC for
FRs 35% and 50%, establishing that the CTAC solution performs better than DI water in the PHP. These
investigations ascertain that thermodynamic and physical properties of surfactant solution if used as a working
fluid in a PHP enhances the heat transfer performance of a PHP.
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APPLICATIONS
Many investigations have been performed giving the insight of the PHP technology been tested and
applied in some domestic or industrial application. This section contains review of such research papers.
Applications of pulsating heat pipe ranging from electronics to heat recovery have been discussed.
Electronics
Zirong Lin et al. [95] developed a heat sink utilizing a plate type PHP for cooling of LED light. The
Thermal Design Power (TDP) of LED light was 64W. It was observed that when a PHP was utilized, its
temperature reduced significantly indicating it to be an effectual solution for LED cooling. Hui-Ying Wu et al.
[96] proposed silicon-based micro-pulsating heat pipe capable of being directly fabricated as an integral part of a
semiconductor chip which could significantly enhance the temperature uniformity and decreases the maximum
localized temperature. Li Jia et al. [97] performed simulation of a cooling system for rack in a data centre
implementing a PHP and inner duct for inner air cooling. The simulation showed that by implementing an
internal duct along with PHP, there was improvement in temperature gradient of the air flowing through rack and
number of hot spots got reduced. Omar Suleman et al. [98], investigated OLPHP using NovecTM 649 and
NovecTM 774 as working fluids with the aim of recognizing the operating limits and conditions pertinent to
embedded power electronics cooling. OLPHP employing NovecTM 649 as working fluid outperformed the
copper (layers of which are utilized in current techniques to lessen the hot spots and spread heat) with a better
thermal conductivity by 12.5 times. Qin Sun et al. [99,100], proposed micro-CLPHP of trapezoidal channels
etched on a silicon wafer with eleven turns and HFE-7100 as working fluid, for MEMS application. Mike R.
Wilson et al. [101], proposed embedding of a PHP into a thermal strap so as to improve its thermal conductance.
They found that the thermal strap with PHP outperformed the conventional strap for heat input of 10W, while
having a lesser mass and greater flexibility.
Cryogenics
Besides high temperature appliances, PHPs could also be applied in systems and devices with extremely
low operating temperatures known as cryogenic systems. Maria Barba et al. [44], experimentally investigated
three large-scale horizontal cryogenic PHPs having length of 3.7 m. Nitrogen was used as working fluid and the
operating temperature range was 75 K to 90 K. 36 parallel channels PHP achieved a definite degree of stability
after operation period of 30 minutes attaining effective thermal conductivity around 200 kW/mK for 10W heat
input. For 5 W heat input an effective thermal conductivity close to 300 kW/mK was achieved after operation
period of forty minutes. Luis Diego Fonseca et al. [46], successfully operated a cryogenic PHP having forty
parallel tubes and nitrogen as working fluid and at various fill ratios. Bo Jiao et al. [70], successfully operated
two cryogenic PHPs with 100 and 500mm adiabatic lengths with hydrogen as working fluid capable of
transporting heat over a long distance. K. Natsume et al. [102], successfully implemented a prototype of a PHP
suitable for cooling HTS (High Temperature superconducting) magnets operating on cryogenic working fluids
like Ne, H2 and N2. Luis Di. F. et al. [103] proposed a novel cooling system applying a PHP with helium as
working fluid, suitable for cooling of low temperature superconducting magnets. Luis D. F. et al. [105] presented
a design of PHP core operating at temperatures range of 77 K to 80 K. Nitrogen was utilized as the working
fluid. Xiao Sun et al. [105], studied the thermal behavior of cryogenic PHPs, with one using hydrogen and other
using helium as working fluids for cryogenic application. They found that the FR of a cryogenic PHP varies
significantly with the operating temperature and with increase in FR, the effective thermal conductivity initially
increases and after that decreases.
Solar Energy
With the fast running down of fossil fuels, world is focusing on non-conventional sources of energy.
Solar energy is a obviously most propitious of all energy sources because of its ease of availability and
renewability. There have been many successful implementations of PHPs in devices operating on solar energy.
Kim-Bao Nguyen et al. [106], investigated performance of a solar collector equipped with a CLPHP and
achieved thermal efficiency up to 70% for a FR of 60%. Jong Soo Kim et al. [107], integrated a novel U type
PHP and Double U type in two solar collectors. They achieved efficiency of 61.3% and 46.8% with U type PHP
and Double U type respectively for water flow rate of 2 kg/min. Both solar collectors worked with great
reliability for the water flow rate kept at standard values. M. Soltanieh et al. [108], investigated effect of an
extra-long PHP (ELPHP) integrated in a solar thermal collector for water heating. The thermal efficiency of the
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solar water heater with PHP mode was found to be 53.79%, for fill ratio of 70%. H. Kargar Sharif Abad et al.
[109], proposed a new type of solar desalination system integrated with a PHP, with notable rate of production of
desalinated water. The highest production rate was found to reaching 875 mL/(m2h). Yuechao D. et al. [110]
proposed a flat plate solar collector having array of micro-channel heat pipes, for which the maximum
instantaneous efficiency was found to be 80% which is 11.4% superior to the technical required value in Chinese
national standard. Rong Ji Xu et al. [111], investigated a solar collector that integrates a CLPHP and a parabolic
concentrator. For a direct normal irradiance of 800 W/m2, the instant thermal efficiency of 50% was attained.
Aerospace
Mostly the experimentations on PHP are done for Earth gravity conditions. For aerospace applications it
is necessary for any device to operate reliably under micro gravity condition as well as hyper gravity conditions.
Few researchers have explored the possibility to use PHP under microgravity as well as hyper-gravity
conditions. M. Mameli et al. [58, 83], proposed a new concept of using a PHP with a diameter larger than the
capillary dimensions. Except for the ground test in horizontal orientation the device operated well in both ground
and in hyper/micro gravity conditions and inclination. L. Araneo et al. [112], proposed use of CLPHP using FC72 as working fluid for space application, which was tested for ground as well as in micro and hyper gravity
conditions. They tested made copper CLPHP with 32 parallel channels and it was found its horizontal operation
on ground was quite similar to that in microgravity operation. They made conclusion that microgravity tests for
CLCHP are not necessary for the space application assessment. F Creatini et al. [113] tested and successfully
operated two CLPHPs, one with 3 mm and other with 1.6 mm diameter, on board of REXUS 18 sounding rocket
with the aim to explore its performance over a rather long microgravity period (around 90s).
MISCELLANEOUS
Zilong Deng et al. [34] proposed and tested a conceptual devise making use of anti-gravity Pulsating
Heat Pipe. The device was to be applied for recovery waste heat by transferring heat from the high-temperature
exhaust to the low temperature fuel for preheating. The PHP showed much better thermal performance in
comparion with the pure copper heat transfer medium conventionally used. Oguzhan Der et al. [57] proposed
pulsating heat stripes (PHS) based on PHP for effective thermal management of passive nature in devices and
materials, such as fabrics equipped with microelectronic devices, whose thermal management is severely
hindered at present by mechanical, size, or weight constraints. R. Khodami et al. [114] presented a prototype of a
heat exchanger having an exhaust path, an air path and a array of pulsating heat pipes effective for heat recovery
from chimneys to reduce the fuel consumption. Adi Winarta et al. [115], proposed design of long CLPHP for
heat recovery. They experimentally investigated it to determine the impact of heat input on heat transfer
characteristics for two different fluids methanol and ethanol, for which the resistance was estimated to be
0.258°C/W and 0.286°C/W respectively. Govinda Mahajan et al. [116] proposed use of finned OHP Heat
Recovery Ventilator for heat exchange between streams of air counter flowing in HVAC system. The system
presented potential in effectively decreasing the energy consumption and thus the operating cost of air handling
units (AHU) in buildings.
V. Ayel et al. [117] performed experimental studies of an OLPHP specially developed for an electronic
thermal management of a hybrid vehicle. It was observed that PHP always successfully operated reliably and
satisfactory reproducibility, during the start-up or normal operating condition. Zhonghao Rao et al. [118],
proposed successful PHP designed especially for thermal management of battery of an electric vehicle.
Zhonghao Rao et al. [119] later proposed a phase change material/pulsating heat pipe based battery cooling
system which was found to be more effective in cooling than the PHP-cooled system.
FUTURE SCOPE
According to the authors knowledge no investigations have been done in recent years on the effect of
the material of construction on startup and operational behavior of PHP. The thermal conductivity of the material
of construction plays an important role on the rate of heat transfer to the working fluid thus could affect the
bubble formation at the start of the device affecting the starting characteristics. Thus, there is need of
investigation of impact of the material of construction. Use of nanofluids have proven to be prolific in PHPs, but
stability of same have been least explored. Stability of the nanofluids is a vital factor which has to be considered
for any application. There are numerous techniques that leads to different levels of stability of nanofluids. One of
them is regulating the pH of nanofluids. The impact of nanofluids' pH on the performance of PHP is a promising
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case to be investigated [90]. PHP makes use of curved tubes. The effect of bending of fluid channel on its fluid
dynamics should be explored.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An overview of fundamentals of PHPs have been discussed at the start of this review. Recent
techniques of theoretical and numerical modeling of PHPs capable of predicting its thermal performance under
various operating conditions has been discussed. Although analytical and numerical analysis of PHPs have
progressed notably over the recent years, for further understanding of the complex nature of the physical
phenomena involved in PHPs, more fundamental studies are required to be performed. Vast experimental data
available is provided concisely in tabular form. Later the conclusions deduced regarding effects of different
parameters like I.D., FR, orientation, thermo physical properties of working fluid, heat input, etc. on the thermal
behavior of the PHP has been reviewed. The review ends with the discussion of experiments performed on PHPs
focused on particular applications and future scope.
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NOMENCLATURE
A
Area, m2
Bo
Bond number
c/s
cross section
CLPHP
Closed loop Pulsating Heat Pipe
D
Tube Diameter, m
DI
Deionised
Eӧ
Eӧtvӧs Number
FR
Filling Ratio, %
g
Gravitational Acceleration, m/s2
Ja
Jakob Number
Ka
Karman Number
L
Length, m
N
Number of Turns
OLPHP
Open loop Pulsating Heat Pipe
PHP
Pulsating Heat Pipe
PHS
Pulsating Heat Stripe
Pr
Prandtl Number
𝑞̇
Heat Flux, W/m2
Q
Heat Transfer Rate, W
Rth
Thermal Resistance, K/W
Keff
Effective Thermal Conductivity, W/mK
T
Temperature, K
Greek Symbols
β
inclination angle with respect to the horizontal, radians
ρ
density, kg/m3
σ
surface tension, N/m
Subscripts
a
adiabatic section
avg
average
c
condenser section
crit
critical
e
evaporator section
eff
effective
liq
liquid
t
total length
vap
vapour
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